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Abstract — This paper explores relationship between
depression and internet gaming disorder (IGD) symptoms
using electroencephalography (EEG) signals recordings. With
the advancement of technology and penetration of Internet in
human’s life, gaming community also has shifted to online
platform like massively multiplayer online role-playing games
(MMORPGs) instead of physical games, causing multiple
health hazards including behavioral and physical anomalies.
Diagnosis of IGD is an arduous task using subjective
assessments and need neurological methods to be used in
identification. The umbrella of symptoms for IGD overlap with
other neurological and behavioral disorders like depression,
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), obsessivecompulsive disorder (OCD), thus can share the methods for
their identification. In this paper, we determine the power
spectral density (SPD) of EEG recording for depression
subjects. Rigorous experiments are conducted to analyze the
proposed system. Experimental results reveal the coherence
between the power for the beta band for depression and IGD
subjects. The results suggest that due to the comorbidity of
IGD and depression correlation are cohesively predictive.
Keywords—Depression, EEG, Gaming Addiction, Internet
Gaming Disorder, Major Depressive Disorder

I. INTRODUCTION
Human brain is a collection of millions of interconnected
neurons which controls human behavior through different
electromagnetic signals. Doctors and radiologists use
different methods like electroencephalography (EEG) and
magnetoencephalography (MEG) to acquire these signals for
various studies. These signals have been used to analyze
brain and its cognitive behavior to detect disorders in brain
functioning. Neurological disorders especially behavioral
disorders are hard to ascertain with traditional psychological
methods that are used by psychologists, but it is crucial to
discover them in early stage of a disease in order to reduce
the global burden of disease [4]. Addiction and depression
have been described as changes in someone’s personality and
behavior. It can also be effectively analysed by using brain
waves. Addiction shows long-lasting use or dependence on
some activity or substance. Generally, it is characterized by a
repeated loss of control over dependency and craving
towards it.
Gaming, specially over the internet is one of the interests
among child and adolescents. Excessive gaming lead to the
functional as well as structural changes in the brain areas
which are involved cognitive features such as reward and
punishment feelings. Playing games online gives feelings of
pleasure and reward virtually rather than natural happiness to
gamers and assumed by gamer as a way of relaxation
(physical and mental) by voluntarily skipping routine
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activities of individual daily life. Majority of players are
attracted by massively multiplayer online role-playing games
(MMORPGs) where players are connected virtually mostly
through their social network instead of their physical
connections [12].
Digitalization and online activities including video games
has elicited significant interest in new generation adolescent
and adults. Gaming industry especially internet gaming is a
booming market globally. Asia-pacific region is primary
driver of continued growth for this industry. In year 2018,
mobile games have 51% share which is expected to grow to
59% of global games market in 2021 [1]. Only in India,
gaming market has recorded rapid growth in last decade and
is currently around 290M USD industry and forecasting to
become 1B USD industry by 2021 [11]. The forecast says
that games market is expected to grow from $137.9 billion in
2018 to $180.1 billion in 2021 globally [1]. In one of the
study was conducted in 2013, it has been found that IGD is
more prevalent in Asian countries as compared to North
America and Europe (APA, 2013) [5].
The term internet gaming disorder (IGD) was coined by
world health organization (WHO) in their 11th release of
international classification of diseases (ICD), which is also
listed as diagnosable condition and research area scholars
should focus on. WHO encouraged doctors and scholars to
gain the evidence and unveil the solutions for such
addictions. There are many overlapping symptoms among
different neurological disorders. Few of them as subset are
observed as: withdrawal, mood modification, salience,
tolerance, conflict and relapse. These symptoms have been
ccharacterized for the IGD [13].
Studies using traditional methods such as self-reports and
questionnaire have not yielded results up to the mark. Thus,
now a days more research is being done on neuroimaging
and physiology of IGD. There is still debate among scholars
on the inclusion criteria and diagnosis classification systems
to properly categorize IGD as behavioral addiction.
For diagnosis of different behavioral disorder, most
commonly used methods and frameworks referred by
clinicians and practitioner are scale based psychological
tests. These include different psychometric questionnaires,
which are answered by patients and later analyzed by
psychologist. These methods are human-intensive and result
of these methods is highly influenced by psychologist
experience. Another challenge which has been observed is
due to fear of stigma patients does not speak and chances of
getting correct answer become less. Hence, it leads to an
inaccurate diagnosis [6]. With the emerging biomedical
equipment more advanced sensors are available to use in the

research work. Nowadays, numerous modalities are available
for brain images or signals such as: (a) functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI); (b) computed tomography (CT);
(c)
positron
emission
tomography
(PET);
(d)
electroencephalography
(EEG);
and
(e)
magnetoencephalography (MEG). Each of these methods
have its own merits. Hence, sometimes combination of these
hybrid modalities are used to discover complex disorders.
Among these electroencephalography (EEG) and
magnetoencephalography (MEG) are non-invasive and less
painful methods which have almost no side effects and
provide accurate interpretations helpful in diseases like
autism, epilepsy,
Alzheimer, etc. EEG offers higher
temporal resolution than fMRI has a low cost. Therefore, it is
suitable for small clinical and research environments.
EEG is a technique that measures electrical potential of
signals from the brain using a special device,
electroencephalogram. When brain cells (neurons) are
activated the synaptic currents are produced within the
dendrites, which generates a magnetic field measurable by
electromyogram (EMG) machines and a secondary electrical
field over the scalp measurable by EEG systems.
Electrophysiological signals contain information about
neural activities inside the brain at various frequencies,
which can be helpful during the diagnosis or quantification
of physiological states of brain.
TABLE I
FREQUENCY BANDS EXHIBTED BY BRAIN FUNCTIONS
EEG Band
Brain Functions
Delta (0–4 Hz)
Appears in an adult’s slow-wave sleep
Theta (4–8 Hz)
Found in Drowsiness and Sleepy state
Alpha (8–12 Hz)
Brain is in relaxed state
Beta (12–30 Hz)
Active thinking and cognitive functioning
Gamma (30–70 Hz) These waves are observed during meditation

With advancements in technology, advanced multichannel EEG devices are available with huge number of
electrodes along with different topology support which can
be configured in different possible ways depending upon the
brain region of interest. Power spectral density (PSD) is one
of the possible feature extraction methods to identify
differences in the brain electrophysiological processing.
Table I presents the different EEG bands with their brain
functioning. These are discussed in detail in the upcoming
sections of this paper.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes background and related work. Proposed method
and simulations are presented in Section III. Section IV
highlights results and discussion. Conclusion is drawn in
Section V.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
A. Neurological Disorders (ND)
Any disorder related to body nervous system comes under
the category of neurological disorder. Functional, structural
or biochemical abnormalities in the brain circuit or other
nerves shows multiple symptoms. While few symptoms are
related to physiological changes others are related to
neurocognitive functions. There are various forms of mental
health disorders and overlapping of symptoms making these

disorders hard to diagnose. Figure 1 shows the affected brain
regions in neurological disorder.
Few categories of neurological disorders are discussed
below.
1) Anxiety disorder: Presence of excessive and persistent
fear, worry and anxiety which creates behavioural
disturbances are the characteristics of anxiety disorders.
2) Bipolar and related disorder: The characteristics shown
by bipolar disorder is mood swing along with changes
in physiological activity and energy levels
3) Neurodevelopmental disorder: Group of disorders
which are related to the dysfunction of the central
nervous system comes under neurodevelopmental
disorders
4) Impulse control and conduct disorder: When a person
has inability to control emotions and behaviours, he
may take certain actions which may harm the individual
or others surrounding the subject
5) Substance-related and addictive disorder: Addiction
due to the consumption of substances falls under
Substance-Related and Addictive Disorders.
6) Major depressive disorder: Mood disorder that causes a
persistent feeling of sadness and loss of interest.
7) Internet gaming disorder: When excessive use of
Internet or related activites especially online social
networking sites and games start to interfere with daily
life of subjects.

Fig. 1. Affected brain regions in neurological disorders

There are other psychological disorders, which are
generated due to altered neurodevelopmental or neuromechanical patterns. It draws behavioral symptoms different
than normal ones which impact multiple areas of life. Some
experiences erratic thought patterns, mood swing, lack of
interest in socializing, lack of empathy, reality and fantasy
understanding inability, or a seeming lack of control may
have mental disorder. There could be many more symptoms
besides these to define mental disorder presence, hence more
detailed analysis is required to confirm. WHO does
encourages researchers around the world to find evidences
and unveil the solution for such addictions. In most or even
all addictions or disorder there are few common
characteristics like: involving more in addiction than normal,
difficulty in quitting, cravings for addiction cause and
suffering adverse social consequences due to change in the
social behavior as a result of addiction.
B. Major Depressive Disorder (MDD)
Researchers performed many studies to differentiate brain
waves pattern in healthy and depression subjects. Abnormal

brain activities observed in all studies in some percent of
subjects. Lee et al. [10] indicated alpha wave found to be
lower in depression group as compared to healthy controls.
In [10], alpha band was chosen as region of interest across all
the channels to see the features differences where 11
channels showed lower power calculated via mean and
standard deviation features. Altogether, they [10] calculated
two features for all 32 channels for alpha-1 and alpha-2
waves which were good selected feature for their study.
Hosseinifard et al. [7] extracted five different features
from each of the 19 channels, including PSD, DFA, Higuchi
fractal dimension, correlation dimension and Lyapunov
exponent to find out best feature suitable for their
classification algorithm. Trails suggested that GP fractal
dimension (GPFD) performed best among the group of
selected features with accuracy 83.3%.
Liao et al. [14] showed different montages band power,
coherence, GPFDwere selected based on their analysis and
relevance check. Using two of the extracted features
modified band-pass filtering like CSP and PCA had been
applied. The results revealed that kernel eigen filter bankCSP (KEFB-CSP) showed the best feature selection. Authors
[14] had used k-NN classifier to define accuracy. Based on
KEFB-CSP on temporal region classification accuracy of
81.23% was achieved.
C. Internet Gaming Disorder(IGD)
IGD is related to playing video games in excessive amount
over internet which interferes daily life of person and causing
relapsing and cultivating the addictive behavior. Behavior of
gaming addicts is to get feelings of pleasure and reward in
the virtual world. They willingly relinquish sleep, food and
physical contact with other human beings or society.
Literature [9] reveals that characteristics of both behavioral
addiction model of substance use disorders and IGD shows
the features of ddysfunctional stress circuits, sensitization,
and desensitization. Online games especially MMORPGs are
massively prevalent in social networks [8]. There was a
debate among researchers about diagnosing internet
addiction with IGD as best clinical term, but in last decade
IGD got attraction among researchers to further study this
internet addiction subtype [19]. Loss of control over gaming
is identified as one of the symptom [15-16] and it is argued
as impulse control disorder by others [17] or obsessivecompulsive disorder in part by others [18].
Studies have indicated that, symptoms in IGD are similar
to major depressive disorder. Subject fails to get enough
courage to stop himself getting into activities causing
addiction. Research community has categorized the various
symptoms of IGD into nine characteristics depicted in Figure
2. Common symptoms are withdrawal symptoms and loss of
interest in social life. Duven et al. [3] created virtual game
environment to elicit cravings for game and recorded the
EEG signals. During this ERP for 30 samples, 15 were
pathological extensive game player and other 15 were casual
player. From the raw data, latency and peak amplitude of
each channel were extracted as features [3]. Authors [3]
indicated that P300 was attenuated in case of IGD patients

compared to HC. Also longer latencies for N100 was
observed.

Fig. 2. Most common IGD symptoms.

The latency and amplitude were selected for observation
under study performed by Zhu et al. [20]. 102 subjects EEG
recording were done. Based on standard IA score the
subjects were categorized into 3 groups, which showed
different state on the selected features. Latency in ms and
peak amplitude in μV were compared and result showed
latency was high for P300 ERP and amplitude was recorded
as low. Based on these features further comparison was done
after treatment of subjects.
III. SIMULATION MODEL
In this study, an open source tool box called EEGLAB
provided by SCCN lab [2], running under the cross platform
MATLAB environment is used for EEG data processing and
analysis. Various steps in EEG data analysis are: (a) signal
pre-processing to eliminate noises; (b) feature extraction; (c)
feature selection; and (d) correlation.
Figure 3 presents the different electrodes are placed in one
of the standard topology, EEG sensors (either conductor
based or dry electrode based) record the changes in electrical
activity due to several millions of neurons functioning in
brain as potential.

Fig. 3. Standard topology for 19 electrodes.

Like most neurological disorders, it’s not possible to
isolate an exact cause of IGD. Some evidence suggests that if
subject is suffering from IGD his brain makeup is like those
that suffer from MDD. Thus, MDD patient’s EEG recordings
are studied to identify the pattern mentioned as done in [22]
for IGD subjects.

A. Data Source
EEG recording data for this study has been acquired from
the experiment by Wajid et al. [21]. The study shows the
rrecruitment of subjects which involved two groups of
participants from Hospital Universiti Sain Malaysia
(HUSM): (1) 33 depression patients with mean age 40 (16
males and 17 females; and (2) 19 healthy control subjects
with mean age 38 (9 males and 10 females). The MDD
patients met diagnostic criteria for depression as described in
the DSM-IV [23].

Vi CAR
= Vi ER −
Where

1 n ER
∑ Vj
n j =1

(1)

Vi ER is the potential difference between the i th

electrode and the reference electrodes and n is the number of
electrodes in this study (here, n = 19). Figure 5 shows the
spectral information of raw signal for one of the MDD
patient.

Fig. 5. Power spectral density for raw dataset.

Fig. 4. 19 channels EEG recording.

In general, the EEG data are concealed under different
types of noises such as generated by human and machine
having motors around them. Usually, non-experimental
activities by human activities including eye movements, eye
blinks, muscular or heart activities, produce non-EEG data in
the recordings. Before performing data analysis, EEG
datasets were passed through a high pass filter for frequency
above 0.5 HZ and low pass filter for frequency below 70 Hz.

EEG data was recorded using a 19-channel electro-gel,
sensors placed over the scalp. Figure 4 shows the 19
channels EEG recording. Standard 19 channel configuration
was used for the placement of 10–20 electrodes over the
scalp, named as Fp1, F3, C3, P3, O1, F7, T3, T5, Fz, Fp2,
F4, C4, P4, O2, F8, T4, T6, Cz and Pz, which have been
standardize with a link-ear (LE) reference. The analogue
EEG signals have been amplified and digitized at 256
samples per second and saved in a database.
Data acquisition for experiment for EEG involved two
different physiological conditions; viz. EEG recordings
during eyes closed (EC) and eyes open (EO) for 5 min each.
During EO condition the participants have been instructed to
sit relaxed with no eye movement. To avoid drowsiness the
studied participants have been interrupted by a beep sound
after few intervals. On the other hand, the ERP recordings
involved an experiment called the 3-stimulus visual oddball
task [24]. During this task, individual responses have been
recorded for three different types of stimuli: (a) the target (a
blue-colored circle with a radius of 5 cm); (b) the distractor
(a checker board of similar size as the target); and (c) the
standard (a blue-colored circle with a radius of 2.5 cm).

Also, a 50 Hz notch filter (band stop filter having narrow
stop band) is applied to all EEG signals to remove power line
noise. Figure 6 shows the refined signal after pre-processing
with higher frequency attenuated.

B. Data Processing
Pre-processing of EEG signal is an essential and important
step in EEG signal analysis. It helps in removing the
unwanted artefacts from the raw signal and make it suitable
for further processing. Raw EDF files for MDD patients and
control subjects have been uploaded in EEGLAB and saved
in MATLAB set files, which can be used in the MATLAB
code. All EEG signals were re-referenced using EEGLAB;
converting data from fixed reference (earlobe or etc.) to
average reference is advocated by some researchers,
particularly when the electrode montage covers nearly the
whole head (as in some high-density montages).

C. Feature extraction
After noise removal and normalization, the EEG signal is
converted into frequency domain and spectral information is
extracted from it. Different EEG signal bands are to be
extracted using the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) on raw
EEG signal. The signal is passed through series of filters up
to level 5 to get the desired frequency bands; which is of our
interest in EEG analysis. This decomposition is repeated to
increase the frequency resolution and the approximation
coefficients decomposed with high and low pass filters and
then down-sampled. Figure 7 shows the power across the
bands for MDD patients for all 19 channels.

Fig. 6. Power spectral density after pre-processing.

Fig. 8. Beta power for all channels in MDD patients with eyes closed.
Fig. 7. Power spectra for all the bands for MDD patient

Here, we have focused on absolute power feature which is
a basic feature of frequency domain and a good indicator of
signal strength of particular EEG band, which can give
information on the brain functions during an event or epoch
time. Selected feature, an absolute power is determined for
each band and, then mean absolute power is derived from all
the MDD samples for eyes closed conditions. Similarly,
absolute power is calculated for normal subjects for each
band and mean absolute power for all normal subjects is
computed for eyes closed condition. Relevant values have
been stored in a data structure inside the MATLAB code.
Table II shows the mean absolute power values from the
experimentation. Figure 8 shows the distribution of power
across the bands for control subjects for all 19 channels with
scalp locations.

Fig. 9. Comparison of gamma power for all channels with eyes closed.

With EO conditions, in general, reduced power for all the
bands was observed except beta band. Beta waves found to
have higher amplitude for frontal region, whereas for other
channels it was like normal subjects. This is perhaps in
coherence with the continuous thoughts in the back of mind
in MDD patients, may be related to the cause of depression.
V. CONCLUSION

Fig. 8. Power spectra for all bands for normal participant

Same steps are repeated for the samples with eye open
conditions for MDD patients and normal subjects and the
values were stored in different structures in the code.
Captured data has been analyzed.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We found reduced beta power in MDD patients as
compared to normal subjects in EC conditions, at least in the
prefrontal region of brain responsible for the cognitive and
logical functions. Figure 9 highlights the difference in power
for beta band between MDD patients and controls. No
significant changes are observed in the parietal and occipital
regions. Right temporal lobe also showed slow beta power,
mostly used for the understanding and memorizing the
things.
Additionally, the gamma waves found greatly reduced
across all channels indicating less activities or brain
functions in MDD patients in eyes closed conditions.

Results obtained through this study shows reduced power
in beta waves and gamma oscillations in MDD patients in
resting-state eye closed conditions, which is similar to
findings for IGD subjects as depicted in [22]. We also found
that across all the bands mean absolute power is greatly
reduced in the prefrontal region of the brain. Reduced beta
power in frontal region amounts to impulse control and
changes in the social behaviour of the subjects. Authors [22]
also focused on frontal region, this can relate to the insomnia
and feeling sad conditions in IGD patients. Due to the similar
symptoms for MDD patients and IGD subjects, high
frequency waves can be a biomarker for IGD predictions.
The results presented in this paper will opens the door for
further studies to identify predictive EEG and ERP based
biomarkers for IGD patients. Unfortunately, the diagnosis
and treatment for IGD patients is a difficult task, which is
still based on subjective assessments and treatment is done
through trial and error approach. Though these assessments
provide good indications but have many external factors
affecting the quality of results obtained from these.
The current research can be extended in future studies to
perform similar experiments with IGD subjects and find the
optimal values for the difference in high frequency power
between IGD subjects and normal participants. Further,
machine learning techniques can be applied to classify the
IGD subjects based on these bio markers from their EEG
recordings.

TABLE II
ABSOLUTE POWER FOR ALL BANDS IN EYE CLOSED CONDITION
Channels
Bands 

Fp1

F3

C3

P3

O1

F7

T3

T5

Alpha
Beta
Gamma
Theta
Delta

1.91
0.74
0.06
2.02
4.10

1.88
0.60
0.04
2.43
2.31

1.16
0.41
0.03
1.93
1.33

2.45
0.37
0.01
2.23
1.83

5.40
0.40
0.02
3.39
3.37

1.73
0.49
0.04
2.37
3.86

1.54
1.09
0.12
2.26
2.43

3.98
0.44
0.02
2.80
2.62

Alpha
Beta
Gamma
Theta
Delta

21.86
6.99
1.05
23.42
265.50

15.83
6.35
0.82
26.13
46.24

5.01
0.43
0.63
18.41
13.75

4.95
0.67
0.36
18.44
4.91

16.22
2.91
2.36
33.24
215.48

15.25
4.31
1.37
20.15
388.75

6.49
1.73
0.74
23.09
20.96

6.30
0.65
2.42
18.24
8.14

Fz

Fp2
F4
MDD patients
1.94
1.98
1.97
0.31
0.72
0.93
0.02
0.06
0.08
2.22
2.36
2.38
2.49
3.86
2.55
Normal Subjects
6.48
16.83
3.52
1.15
5.04
0.65
2.17
1.40
0.45
27.98
29.76
14.85
18.97
82.18
5.97
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